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Summary

In this report, we review the history of the Air Force and its predecessor organizations and find that, since the founding of the Air Force in 1947, the service has routinely had fleets of aircraft with older designs than it had ever operated previously.

In the report, we do not directly examine the age of Air Force aircraft. Instead, we analyze the age of aircraft designs in use by the Air Force. In general, Air Force aircraft have been only a few years younger than the designs from which they were manufactured.

Historical Sources

The primary sources for this historical analysis are two reports published in 1998 by the Air Force Historical Agency: *USAF Active Flying, Space, and Missile Squadrons as of 1 October 1995* and *Active Air Force Wings as of 1 October 1995*.

Using these reports, we look across active wings and squadrons to identify the first year in which any active wing or squadron reported operating a specific aircraft design. In a similar manner, we identify the last year in which a given aircraft design was reported as being operated by any active wing or squadron. The data do not cover Air Force Reserve or Air National Guard units. (See pp. 3–4.)

The historical reports show a ramp-up in the number of aircraft designs in operation in the late 1910s into the 1920s, as military aviation took hold. Since roughly 1930, there have generally been 30–40 different aircraft designs in operation at any one time. (See pp. 5–6.)

In the early years of military aviation and during World War II, a large number of aircraft designs were introduced and many designs were retired. The last large-scale introduction of new designs was during the Vietnam War. Since then, the Air Force’s fleet of aircraft has been generally stable, with a few design introductions and retirements in a typical year. (See pp 5–6.)

Patterns in Aircraft Design Age

There have been nearly consistent increases in maximum, median, and mean operated aircraft design age. There has also been a long-term increase in the dispersion of ages of aircraft designs in operation. (See pp. 7–8.)

This analysis finds that the age of aircraft designs in their last year of operation has trended up. Designs survived roughly five years in the earliest years of the Air Force. Designs
retired in the 1990s, by contrast, had been in operation an average of roughly 20 years. The growth in retirement ages is relatively consistent and constant. (See pp. 10–12.)

The periods with the most introductions of new designs (1916–1920 and 1941–1945) also had the highest percentage of introductions that were operated for five or fewer years. During periods with many introductions, substantial experimentation appears to have been occurring. By contrast, more-recent periods have seen longer-lasting designs and relatively fewer short-lived designs. (See pp. 11–12.)

This report shows that, since the end of World War II and the formation of the Air Force as an independent military service, there has been a pronounced trend for the Air Force to keep aircraft designs in operation for ever-longer periods. Our results do not speak to why or how this pattern of aging has occurred. They do suggest, however, that the pattern is both consistent and persistent. Therefore, while the mean age of aircraft designs currently in operation is at an all-time high, the same statement could have been made at most times throughout the history of the Air Force. By and large, the Air Force has operated an ever-aging portfolio of aircraft designs. (See pp. 15–16.)